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A summer holiday in a naturist resort, especially if 
it is SunEden, is something that every naturist 
looks forward to all year long, counting the naps 
until the day that you drive through SunEden's 
gate,  when together with your clothes you get rid 
of the stress and the worries of a busy year gone 
by.  But I have often experienced that anything 
that you really look forward to, birthdays, holidays, 
visits with friends and family or whatever,  is like a 
steam train approaching from far away. You stand 
by the track and you hear it coming from far away, 
tjuk, tjuk, tjuk  as it approaches, but it takes its  
time because it is still far away, and then finally 
when it comes closer the  tjuk tjuk  gets louder 
and louder and more urgent.  And then finally its 
there and before you know, it rushes past with a 
swooooosh to disappear in the distance and it is 
gone.


This summer was no different. Driving through the 
gate, one could already see that this was going to 
be a summer holiday to remember. The first 
impressions were of lush green. After abundant 
rains in the  early summer everything was green.  
The dams overflowed and our bokkies rejoiced in 
the abundance of new growth.


It was once again a time of renewing old 
friendships and making new friends. This is just 
one thing about naturism, nowhere do you 
establish friendships so quickly and with people 
you didn't know yesterday or  the day before.


The weather was kind to us, we had beautiful days 
and one of the highlights was the lang tafel on 
Christmas day when we all sat down for our 
Christmas dinner as one big family.

For children, a Christmas without Santa is 
almost unthinkable. Even if it is at a naturist 
resort, Santa has 
to come and do 
his job. But at 
SunEden it can 
be a problem. 
Our Njala bulls 
are fiercely 
territorial and 
there was no way 
they would allow strange bucks like reindeer to 
enter. Sweet talk didn't help and in the end it 
was decided to pick Santa up at the gate with 
the SunRover. 

That was still not the end of Santa’s problems. 
No sooner had he entered the gate than the 
Fashion Police staged a roadblock. Santa was 
violating The SunEden dress code. This 

problem was 
quickly resolved 
when the Board of 
Directors held an 
extra special 
emergency 
meeting and 
passed a one off 
resolution to allow 
Santa to wear his 
red uniform. But 
under one 
condition, that as 
soon as his work 

was done he had to strip to conform. Santa 
welcomed this condition as his red suit was not 
really designed for a SunEden summer day.



We had a visit from Nick and Lins from 
Naked wanderings. They are probably the 
best known naturists in the world through 
their blog Naked Wanderings where they 

regularly post articles on naturism and the 
naturist places which they visited. They are 
currently on a world tour to visit and to write 
about naturist places . While at SunEden we 
had a tree planting ceremony to replace 
some dead trees at the pool area. Nick and 
Lins each planted a tree to commemorate 
their visit.


At 
SunEden 
there is 
always 
something 
new. This 
year there 
was a new 
wooden 
structure 
at the top 
of the 
resort, 
Norman's 
bird hide. 
Heinrich 
built it and 
Anel 
financed it to make the late Norman's dream 
come true. Naturists are nature lovers. They 
can now comfortably watch birds and other 
animals from this hide, not only to see new 
kinds or species, but to have a closer look at 
already familiar ones and to observe their 
behaviour patterns. SunEden has such a 
rich birdlife and an abundance of all sorts of 
animals, big and small, that this hide will no 
doubt add value to a visit.

Norman’s bird hide overlooks the SunLinks 
9 hole golf course and the late afternoon 
sunsets seen from there is just spectacular.

SunEden is a naturist resort but also a nature area where a large 
variety of animals and plants can be found. We now have a 
reasonable and manageable herd of impalas, a rapidly growing herd 
of njalas and also blesbok. The latest arrivals are two springboks and 
then we are still waiting for 3 more springbok ewes . These are all 
animals that we have imported. Then there are many species that 
have always been here and that come and go as the please. The 
most striking are probably the little gray duikers with the tuft of hair 
on their heads. Then there are hares, squirrels, porcupines   genets 
and occasionally a river otter to name just the the more common.


Then we also have banded mongooses.  I single them out because 
unlike the other mammals, they are somewhat controversial.  Some 
of our people love them while others feel somewhat differently about 
them. They have their reasons, the most important is perhaps their 
arrogance, they are not afraid of people and will easily enter your 
house to look for something to eat. Banded Mongooses are known to 
stand up to Lions when they are confronted and threatened. 
Observations have shown mongooses jumping up and attacking the 
faces of Lions that have had them surrounded. They are however 
rather docile and will not attack unless  cornered or threatened.


Banded mongooses are small carnivores, native to sub-Saharan 
Africa. They live in large family groups or packs of up to 75 
individuals led by a dominant female.  They function as a unit and 
sleep together in groups at night in their dens .They change dens 
often, about every 2-3 days. Little ones are cared for by the whole 
pack and the sick or frail are protected by the strong, they cannot 
exist as individuals.They mainly eat insects, but also catch small 
mammals, such as rats and mice, snakes, lizards and birds. They 
also eat wild fruit and berries. They are actually omnivores and this 
makes them easy to feed or associate with people because there is 
always scrap food that attracts them. They are of course famous 
snake catchers for which we can thank them.

They are  not animals who let themselves be managed, they manage 
themselves. If a pack gets too big, they split into two and one group 
has to move. The pack that remains marks an area that can be as 
large as half or more of SunEden and by doing so keeps out any new 
arrivals.

Summer has come and will still be with us for a while until autumn 
takes over, enjoy the warm weather while it lasts and remember we 
naturists are not different from other people, just much more 
comfortable.

                                    Johan 


